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Good afternoon Chairman Parker and members of the Board of Environmental Protection (BEP): 

My name is Nick Bennett, and I reside in Hallowell. I am testifying on behalf of the Natural Resources 

Council of Maine (NRCM) in strong support of the Department of Environmental Protection’s (DEP) 

reclassification package before you today. DEP’s package contains upgrade proposals for more than 400 

miles of rivers and streams. These include the high-quality brook trout streams running into Webb Lake 

in Weld; Fish Stream near Patten, which runs through the spectacular Crystal Bog; and Back Brook in 

Limington, which has a wild brook trout population and the potential to support wild Atlantic salmon as 

well. 

The proposal also includes the following proposals for the Penobscot River:  

 Upgrade the West Branch from the Millinocket area to Medway from Class C to Class B;  

 Upgrade the Penobscot main stem from Medway to Mattawamkeag from Class C to Class B; 

and  

 Require that the Penobscot main stem below Milford remain free-flowing to reflect the huge 

boost to the health of the river from the recently completed Penobscot restoration project. 

These proposals are very important. The Penobscot is coming back to life dramatically after centuries of 

abuse. The Penobscot Indian Nation, which has a unique record of river monitoring stretching back 

decades, has demonstrated that the West Branch from the Millinocket area and the main stem of the 

river between Medway and Mattawamkeag meet Class B standards and have been meeting them for 

many years. The upgrade of these segments in the Penobscot is long overdue.  The rest of the Penobscot 

is Class B and has been for 15 years or more, depending on the segment.  

More than two million river herring, thousands of shad, and hundreds of salmon passed above the new 

fish lift at the Milford Dam this year. They are able to do so because of the public and private investment 

of $60 million to remove the Veazie and Great Works dams and improve fish passage at other dams, all 

without the loss of electrical generation. This project took 16 years to complete and involved the work 

of thousands of people. This scale of investment is unprecedented in the recent history of the Penobscot 

watershed. DEP is right to propose expending the legal protection of the free-flowing characteristic of 



the river from the area below the former Veazie Dam, which currently has this legal protection, to 

include the area below the Milford Dam. The state needs to protect and build on this enormous 

investment in river restoration and improved fish passage. Requiring upstream segments to meet Class 

B standards is also important for all of the new fish entering the river as they return to areas higher in 

the watershed that they have been unable to access for generations.  

Class B is not a no-discharge classification. There were multiple mills discharging to the segments that 

became Class B in the 1990s and early 2000s. These segments included the towns of Lincoln and Old 

Town, where there were pulp and paper mills discharging at the time the river became Class B. DEP’s 

water quality modeling also shows that the segments it has proposed for upgrade in this package―near 

Millinocket, Medway, and Mattawamkeag―would meet Class B standards even with a discharge of 

about 4000 pounds per day of biochemical oxygen demand (BOD).  

BOD is the most common measure of organic waste that comes from sources like pulp mills and sewage 

treatment plants. To put 4000 pounds per day in perspective, I have attached a chart I generated from 

EPA’s Enforcement and Compliance History Online1 database showing monthly average discharge levels 

for the Verso Androscoggin Mill in Jay since July, 2015. This chart shows that the Verso mill has not 

discharged more than 2900 pounds per day of BOD as a monthly average over the last two years. Thus, 

very significant new industry could move into the Millinocket area, and the segments DEP is proposing 

for upgrade would still meet Class B standards.  

We know that people in the Millinocket area are working hard to recruit new industry. We applaud that, 

but we think that the new industry should be respectful of the value of the Penobscot to so many 

Mainers living downstream. Asking that new facilities meet Class B standards is very reasonable.  

Conclusion 

NRCM strongly supports DEP’s proposed package of upgrades. Maine law (38 M.R.S. § 464(3)(B)) 

requires that DEP present the BEP with a reclassification proposal at least once every three years. The 

DEP has not done so since 2009, so this package has been a long time coming. In Maine, unlike in many 

other states, the job of setting final water quality standards belongs to the Legislature. The BEP’s job is 

to review proposals for upgrades and recommend that the Legislature make a decision on them. Given 

how long it has been since the last reclassification package and the outstanding quality of the rivers and 

streams in DEP’s proposal, we urge the BEP to send the full proposal to the Legislature for review. We 

believe this package of upgrades is of statewide significance, and the Legislature should review and 

decide on all of it. 

I would be happy to take any questions. Thank you for the opportunity to testify. 

                                                            
1 Accessed at: https://echo.epa.gov/  
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